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The successes of e + e" iIngs In findlnfi fermlon building-blocks speaks for itself a:: far as implieson 1v co.or-neutral states (e.fc., tlons for the future are concerned. The question of h.is-nils i-ovipn-.ed of c.'inhinat Ions}q or mesons cei [.."ied oi combinations i^qq, ) can be realized
Thus quarks and (jluons should not exist a.', i--.ilal.ed states.
All ol these forces can be described by theories bo.-.f on a principle of local i;aupe invarlance. The ..ii!v ••:--ce[.t ion is an interaction, not mentioned above, nit •jj.n.ed l>v spinless bosons (the conjectured HIRRSl>.nri-)t -) rie.-ded to account for the masses of U'-, /.", li; lens ami .,.;arks and for the existence of Interi'.i-;in.jti.':i (t.ihlhbo) jn i:. i :iw of quark tvpes. Very li^L.e is r.-al'v known about the properties if this intvi action (.not to n.tntion its very existence) and it :e:iaii . .u;e of the most unsatisfactory elements of t!i" present viewpoint.
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verifying the present viewpoint on strong and weak forces is also well addressed by the new gcnerarlons of e + e~ rlnjus. The most vital question ref!nrdlnt; 0C1) has to do with finding the filuons. This does not mean they need bn seen as Isolated physical particles any more than the quarks need be seen. However quarks are already "seen" in the sense that they materialize into lets of hadrims with rather defin!te"proper!ies. For example the process i' + e~ • hadrons can be viewed as proceeding in two_sta;;es: lirst one has e + e~ ' qq; thereafter q and q evolve into two Jets of hadrons which populate the sane regions of puase-space as rhe parent quarks, flluons should behave similarly; what , one needs is a JU'JOII source with well-defined proper-£ ties. A quark itself is yuch a source; it should radiate f*limns in a rranner very similar to the bremsstraiiluni; radiation of photons from electrons. The only problem is havinR sufficient energy and luminosity to cleanly isolate the eluon jet fron tne jet cf the paren: quirk. At Pi-T anti PKTRA, the process is expected to be clearly visible, with a more-or-less calculable cross section. With time the tests of QCD become run: and more similar to the tests of QKI1 carried out 15 years ago. There is s'ure difference in detection technique. The sh we: im.ntiTK used to convert and detect the produced electrons and photons nf Interest to QED are not needed. But the vacuum Itself U kind of converter: it con ditions Into a cascade shower of hnd-•ters are as follows: radiation length f) HeV, and directly proportional to E; "JOfJ Hi-V. The analogy should not be the structure and time evolution of i fact somewhat different. Tn order to I nark and/or j>luon the energy of the irge compared to the critical encrgv.
as the task In strong interactions Is to find :, the quanrun purported to mediate the strong uns, in weak-electromannetic theory the central n find the W* anr| 7" presuncd to mediate the e. Here hnth pp (or pp) and e+c~ rings may This has heon much discussed and we need not etail heie. Most notable Is resoiant produc-° (mass ~9(1-100 GeV) by e + e", where the peak estimated to be (at 10-12 luminosity) between per second. Not only would discovering the v Increase confidence In the orthodox weak en theory, it would also provide a great ali the buinling-blocks into which the Z° In any event the last generation of quarks may be the most significant: their strong I actions are simplest, and with such large mass, th are most likely the quarks most directly connected whatever mechanism is responsible fur mass grnerat For example, within tV conventional Higgs-plcture coupling of HIggs-bos.»ns to a superheavy quark is stronger than the p'.ioton-qunrk coupling and hccoie coraparahle in strength to that of the "strong" OCD quark-gluon coupling when the quark mass and 00 with Ion. , the 300 r >V.
Could superheavy quarks he produced and detected ' ' The answer appears to be yes; If one scales their production In pp (or pr) collisions to charm-produciio using dimensional analysis all, astrophysicists object to more twot neutrinos coupled weakly to more leptons. trln<js would be in equilibrium with matter he early stages of the Big Bang, and their would affect the expansion rate. This in turn fluence the mechanism of helium production and the primordial helium abundance. With much u the presently known number of neutrinos, the d helium abundance disagrees with observations. If QCD is correct, the color quantum number plays a role for strong Interactions much like charge of QED. The previous example of heavy-quark production indi cated that pp or pp collisions are a good source of such objects. Thin can be generalized: colliding quarks and gluons can produce any colored object , cc.ifined or_ unconfined, by mechanisms completely analogous to the way colliding e + and <j~ beams generate any charged object. Those cross sections are generally of order a^; the analogous QCD processes are ot order ^strong ~ 10n Q2 * Thus PP or PP rin SS with '/' > 10 30 sec -^ make colored objects at about the same rate that comparable e + e~ rings F. e e cms 3 cms A second limit comes from calculations of virtual radiative corrections to the standard model -in particular relative mass-shifts of W 1 and 2° coming from massive fermlon vacuun-polarizatlon lcops.5 When the quark or lepton masses exceed a few hundred fieV, such corrections become unacceptably large. This also is the case for the mass of the conjectured "Iggsbosnn; It cannot exceed ] TeV without drastically affecting the structure of the theory.
Thus center-af-mass energies of hundreds of &ev to the few TeV range may well be a landmark of special What are the prospects for actually producing colored objects other than quarks? One must engage in a degree of speculation higher than the orthodoxy we have followed so far. (In the full orthodoxy the only extra colored objects needed for "grand unification" of QCD with the weak force are J= 1 lepto-quarks with masses > 10*>^ GeV.) Objects which have been mentioned include massive axial gluons, uncr-nfined massive gluons' (or quarks) and lepto-quarks of more modest mass." Nevertheless we may expect to be surprised, Just as we have been with the rich collection of charged bui Idliin-biocks.
